
The Integrated Breeding Platform (IBP) is a not-for-profit entity, 
dedicated to helping breeders, especially in developing countries, 
to fully join in the global effort towards achieving food security.              
We provide them the Breeding Management System (BMS) — 
our own open source breeding software package — and          
attendant crop breeding services and training. Our profound belief 
is that breeders are at the forefront of the ongoing food revolution, 
and that access to the right tools and opportunities will help them 
achieve more efficiency in their aim to have a direct and lasting 
impact on their local environments and markets. 

Unfortunately, many breeding programs in developing countries 
face limited financial resources, a small pool of specialized              
workers; insufficient infrastructure and equipment; deficient           
technology for data management and analysis; and limited           
access to information, expertise and networks (Ribaut et al. 
2010). Our  wager is that better data quality at the source, and 
performant tools and processes for data management, would 
considerably increase their capacity to deliver more and better 
crop varieties to farmers. Will you help us rise to the challenge? 
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" ICRISAT uses the BMS in all its breeding programs and takes 
on the role of leader, supporting not only its own users but 
also many of their partners and other organizations in Africa 
and the South Asian region.  

" As the biggest producer and marketer of certified crop seed in 
Southern Africa, Seed Co Limited uses the BMS to drive it’s 
commercial success and compete with the top players in the 
seed industry to feed the continent.  

" AfricaRice uses the BMS to secure its institutional memory 
and collaborate effectively with national partners through 
mechanisms that facilitate data conservation, access and 
sharing. 

" University of Thiés in Senegal has integrated the BMS to its 
plant breeding curricula to impart a professional edge to the 
next generation of scientists. 

" The BMS was used by engineers and researchers at CIAT for 
data mining to decipher the family tree of rice varieties          
released in Latin America and the Caribbean since the center 
began: 44% of all 857 rice varieties  released in the region 
(24 countries) are in fact CIAT offspring. 
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Africa holds the biggest potential for an increase in food                    
production and for agricultural mitigation. Our vision is to see local 
farmers have access to more and better varieties, contributing to 
food security and poverty alleviation through increased yields and 
household income. Many share this vision and there are a               
number of initiatives currently working side-by-side to make this 
happen. Our contribution is to enable better science and               
efficient practices to manage the explosion of data that it                     
generates. The world just cannot do without the full engagement 
of the plant science community in developing countries — they 
understand and shape the local environment, market and policy 
framework. From the latest advances, such as big data or deep 
learning to analyze plant science data, or simple equipment like a 
good Internet connection and mobile devices to connect farmers 
to actionable information and seed networks, your contribution of 
funds and expertise would have an immediate and catalyzing 
effect. Big IT players have the power and opportunity to make a 
very real difference in our global capacity to feed the world. 


